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sometimes the abused themselvesâ€"want to conceal. Elder Mistreatment in an Aging America takes a giant
step toward broadening our understanding of the mistreatment of the elderly and recommends speciﬁc
research and funding strategies that can be used to deepen it. The book includes a discussion of the
conceptual, methodological, and logistical issues needed to create a solid research base as well as the
ethical concerns that must be considered when working with older subjects. It also looks at problems in
determination of a report's reliability and the role of physicians, EMTs, and others who are among the ﬁrst to
recognize situations of mistreatment. Elder Mistreatment in an Aging America will be of interest to anyone
concerned about the elderly and ways to intervene when abuse is suspected, including family members,
caregivers, and advocates for the elderly. It will also be of interest to researchers, research sponsors, and
policy makers who need to know how to advance our knowledge of this problem.
Mental and Physical Disability Law Reporter 2001
The Youth's Companion Nathaniel Willis 1881 Includes music.
Webster's New World Thesaurus Charlton Laird 2003-07 Organized alphabetically for easy access, a revised
edition of the best-selling reference provides synonyms, general words, and antonyms, as well as slang
terms, colloquial expressions, technical terms, and the most recent scientiﬁc and medical terminology.
Reissue.
Being Richard Toni Allen 2013-01-01 Being immortal has its downfalls. The recurrence of loss, the
memories, and the continual need for a new identity before everyone questions why he looks so young. From
the start he knew that Richard Ridley didn't feel safe; dying in infancy, and apparently unloved. He has no
intention of being Richard. But then a man turns up claiming to be from the Special Investigation
Department; and he's forced to take on Richard's identity, or be locked up...forever. All the department
wants is for him to help them ﬁnd other immortals. He's terriﬁed at having his life controlled by others, but
cannot rest until he's discovered why Richard's short life upsets him so much. Defying the department's
instructions he sets about investigating his history. Uncovering Richard's past proves dangerous, even for an
immortal.
Invisible Child Andrea Elliott 2021-10-05 PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • A “vivid and devastating” (The New York
Times) portrait of an indomitable girl—from acclaimed journalist Andrea Elliott “From its ﬁrst indelible pages
to its rich and startling conclusion, Invisible Child had me, by turns, stricken, inspired, outraged, illuminated,
in tears, and hungering for reimmersion in its Dickensian depths.”—Ayad Akhtar, author of Homeland Elegies
ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times • ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR:
The Atlantic, The New York Times Book Review, Time, NPR, Library Journal In Invisible Child, Pulitzer Prize
winner Andrea Elliott follows eight dramatic years in the life of Dasani, a girl whose imagination is as soaring
as the skyscrapers near her Brooklyn shelter. In this sweeping narrative, Elliott weaves the story of Dasani’s
childhood with the history of her ancestors, tracing their passage from slavery to the Great Migration north.
As Dasani comes of age, New York City’s homeless crisis has exploded, deepening the chasm between rich
and poor. She must guide her siblings through a world riddled by hunger, violence, racism, drug addiction,
and the threat of foster care. Out on the street, Dasani becomes a ﬁerce ﬁghter “to protect those who I
love.” When she ﬁnally escapes city life to enroll in a boarding school, she faces an impossible question:
What if leaving poverty means abandoning your family, and yourself? A work of luminous and riveting prose,
Elliott’s Invisible Child reads like a page-turning novel. It is an astonishing story about the power of resilience,
the importance of family and the cost of inequality—told through the crucible of one remarkable girl. Winner
of the J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize • Finalist for the Bernstein Award and the PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith
Award
Parenting Through the Storm Ann Douglas 2016-08-26 Raising a child or teenager with a psychological
condition is a "perfect storm" of stress, sadness, and uncertainty. How can you ﬁnd the best treatments and
help your child overcome emotional, behavioral, and academic challenges--while keeping yourself and your
family strong? As a parent, you may feel isolated and alone, but the reality is that a lot of families are in the
same boat. Ann Douglas knows ﬁrsthand just how daunting it can be. In this compassionate and empowering
guide, she combines the vital lessons she has learned with vivid stories from other parents and advice from
leading psychologists. Several record-keeping forms can be downloaded and printed for repeated use. The
book cuts through the often-confusing clinical jargon and speaks from the heart about what matters most:
the well-being of your child.
The Index 1864
Rys Rising Tracy Falbe 2011-08-11 Packed with primitive energy, the intertwining stories of this fantasy
world will indulge your cravings for intrigue, bravery, desire, and freedom. A young warrior ruined and near
death is saved by Onja a mysterious rys female. Forsaking all that he was, he will take the name Amar and
serve his new magical mistress. A lord among outlaws he will become, feared by kings and called the droshalum or curse demon by the common folk. Onja nurtures his growing power among the tribal kingdoms so
she can strike against the tabre of Nufal. They are the ancient race of magic users that created the rys with
their experimental spells, but they revile their creations. The tabre keep the rys hidden away while they rule
over their beautiful realm. The key to Onja’s victory will be if she can win over the rys prodigy Dacian who is
loyal to the ruling tabre order. Will he endure more dark abuses for the sake of peace or reach out to Onja
and her growing army of allies? Enjoy this free ebook for Android from Google Play and discover an
unforgettable fantasy series rich in adventure. PRAISE FROM READERS "Everything is here. Magic. World
building. Multidimensional character. Pathos. Conﬂict. I have read more than 50 books in this venue. Rys
Rising is the only 5 star rating I have given." - Barnes & Noble review "I was introduced to the series by a free
book- that was for the rys chronicles - I read this book as a prequel and it fascinates me for the rest of the
story. In case you missed it there is a corollary to our world and society. Disturbing to think about. Loved the
book. Love the series!" - Barnes & Noble review "You will hold your breath, gulp, and shed a small tear. Falbe
doesn't hold back at all! The ﬁrst chapter starts out with a serious battle. How can you not get hooked?" Amazon review "I thoroughly enjoyed the depth and development of the characters.. the unique storyline
and the fact it is a true novel not a 200 page attempt to get me to buy the next in the series... I look forward
to reading every single one of this authors books!" - Amazon review Rys Rising and its sequels create a
completely published series similar in style and scope to Game of Thrones by George R.R. Martin, except
everything comes together into a big conclusion. The series deals with themes of politics and religion as well
as personal ambitions. The concept of humans existing as the pawns of magical creatures forms the
foundation of the story. Fans of the author have compared Falbe's work to best-sellers such as Robin Hobb,
Terry Goodkind, Peter V. Brett, and Brandon Sanderson. English language fantasy ebook available in India,
Australia, South Africa, Ireland, UK, Canada, New Zealand, and United States. Free download at Google Play Read this exciting free epic fantasy on your Android.
The Child 1914
Shield of Justice Radclyﬀe 2005-09-01 First in the Justice Series. Special Crimes Unit investigator Detective
Sergeant Rebecca Frye is attempting to solve a series of sexual assaults and running into dead ends at every
turn. Finally, she has a break in the case–a witness–one person who may help her bring a madman to justice.
But, the witness is a victim herself and Rebecca must convince the injured woman's physician, Dr. Catherine
Rawlings, to assist her–a task that will force both women to confront their own darkest fears. Amidst
professional conﬂicts and a growing mutual attraction, the two women become reluctant allies in the battle
to stop the perpetrator before he strikes again.
Vegetarian Times 1993-09 To do what no other magazine does: Deliver simple, delicious food, plus expert
health and lifestyle information, that's exclusively vegetarian but wrapped in a fresh, stylish mainstream
package that's inviting to all. Because while vegetarians are a great, vital, passionate niche, their healthy
way of eating and the earth-friendly values it inspires appeals to an increasingly large group of Americans.
VT's goal: To embrace both.
Democracy and Education John Dewey 1916 John Dewey's Democracy and Education addresses the
challenge of providing quality public education in a democratic society. In this classic work Dewey calls for
the complete renewal of public education, arguing for the fusion of vocational and contemplative studies in
education and for the necessity of universal education for the advancement of self and society. First
published in 1916, Democracy and Education is regarded as the seminal work on public education by one of

The Stronger Sex Richard Driscoll 1998 Details the diﬀerences between men and women and oﬀers
suggestions on ways to understand the opposite sex and improve relationships
Books in Print 1991
Summer on the River Marcia Willett 2018-08-07 The beloved author of The Summer House pens another
touching and tender story of hearth and home. "With an agile mastery of multiple story lines and an uncanny
knack for creating sympathetic characters, Willett winsomely creates congenial worlds that welcome loyal
fans and new readers with ease."—Booklist on Echoes of the Dance As summer beckons, Evie’s family
gathers once more at the beautiful old riverside house they all adore. But when Evie discovers a secret that
threatens their future, a shadow falls over them all: this summer by the river could be their last together . . .
For Charlie, a visit home to see stepmother Evie is an escape from his unhappy marriage in London. Until a
chance encounter changes everything: in the space of a moment, he meets a woman by the river, falls in
love, and his two worlds collide. As Evie and Charlie struggle to keep their secrets safe, they long for the
summer to never end . . . Can the happiness of one summer last for ever?
Forthcoming Books Rose Arny 1993
Crystals for Psychic Self-Protection Judy Hall 2014-04-17 This inspirational book will aid you in ﬁnding
stability and security in a changing and challenging world. It explains the diﬀerence between self-protection
and fear-based defences and shows you how you can use crystals and other spiritual tools - including
journeying, smudging, aﬃrmations, breathwork and more - to change your mindset from a fearful one into a
more conﬁdent positive approach to the world. Judy has put together simple - and eﬀective - ways to
enhance energy levels and boost protection that have been used for thousands of years. Her tools,
techniques and powerful energetic practices will help you to work with the unique healing energies of
crystals to take charge of your life and embrace change with power and gusto.
Images of the Outcast Sean Shesgreen 2002 This lavishly illustrated volume, featuring 170 images, oﬀers
a comprehensive and original survey of a fascinating collection of images of the lower orders of London. The
London Cries is a body of graphic art produced between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries that provided
continually changing representations of the tradesmen and street hawkers that roamed London from its
beginnings right up to the present. Analyzing prints, drawings, lithographs, and paintings done during this
time period, Sean Shesgreen traces portraits of ordinary men and women who made their living on the
streets of this bustling city; characters include milkmaids, cheapjacks, beggars, prostitutes, Merry Andrews,
religious fanatics, and other colorful ﬁgures of their stripe. Images of the Outcast examines the Cries in
relationship to the historical actualities of street trading, bourgeois attitudes toward the poor, and other
forms of art. Through a lively discussion of the prints, drawings, sketches and oils of artists, from the
anonymous craftsmen of the sixteenth century to Theodore Gericault and others, Shesgreen provides an
important overview of this signiﬁcant genre. Many of the riveting images the author discusses have never
been published or analyzed before.
Dark Confessions Angie Sandro 2016-02-09 "A vivid and entertaining storyteller, Sandro is an exciting new
writer to watch." -J. A. Redmerski, New York Times bestselling author Reader favorite Angie Sandro returns
with a bewitching paranormal New Adult romance perfect for fans of Jennifer Armentrout's Wicked and Cora
Carmack's Inspire . . . For Sheriﬀ's Deputy Elizabeth Caine, seeing is believing. But in the past few months,
she's witnessed an otherworldly realm of ancient magic and ghostly spirits that deﬁes explanation. When a
friend connected to that world of witchcraft is taken captive by a ruthless criminal, Bess will risk anything to
ﬁnd her, even if it means enlisting the help of a former lover she can no longer trust. Ferdinand Laﬁtte can't
tell Bess the truth about his feelings for her, not while a powerful spell binds him. But he can guide her
through the lush bayou in search of Mala LaCroix, whose fate means as much to him as it does to Bess. Yet
as their search reveals the darkest kinds of sorcery, they ﬁnd themselves drawn together more passionately
than ever before . . . 52,000 words
Vegetarian Times 1993-03 To do what no other magazine does: Deliver simple, delicious food, plus expert
health and lifestyle information, that's exclusively vegetarian but wrapped in a fresh, stylish mainstream
package that's inviting to all. Because while vegetarians are a great, vital, passionate niche, their healthy
way of eating and the earth-friendly values it inspires appeals to an increasingly large group of Americans.
VT's goal: To embrace both.
Paperbound Books in Print Fall 1995 Reed Reference Publishing 1995-10
Humiliation, Degradation, Dehumanization Paulus Kaufmann 2010-10-07 Degradation, dehumanization,
instrumentalization, humiliation, and nonrecognition – these concepts point to ways in which we understand
human beings to be violated in their dignity. Violations of human dignity are brought about by concrete
practices and conditions; some commonly acknowledged, such as torture and rape, and others more
contested, such as poverty and exclusion. This volume collates reﬂections on such concepts and a range of
practices, deepening our understanding of human dignity and its violation, bringing to the surface
interrelationships and commonalities, and pointing to the values that are thereby shown to be in danger. In
presenting a streamlined discussion from a negative perspective, complemented by conclusions for a
positive account of human dignity, the book is at once a contribution to the body of literature on what dignity
is and how it should be protected as well as constituting an alternative, fresh and focused perspective
relevant to this signiﬁcant recurring debate. As the concept of human dignity itself crosses disciplinary
boundaries, this is mirrored in the unique range of perspectives brought by the book’s European and
American contributors – in philosophy and ethics, law, human rights, literature, cultural studies and
interdisciplinary research. This volume will be of interest to social and moral philosophers, legal and human
rights theorists, practitioners and students.
Trik Belajar Lulus Ujian Tim Fame-Me 2014-05-08 """Walau kamu nggak suka membuat perencanaan,
namun menghabiskan beberapa hari dan malam terakhir sebelum ujian dengan berusaha menjejalkan
semua pelajaran akan membuat otak anda CAPEK! Meskipun selama ini kamu merasa bisa berhasil
mendapat hasil cemerlang ketika ujian. Otakmu lama-lama bisa """"kelelahan"""". Yang """"muncul""""
adalah kondisi drop, jatuh sakit seminggu sebelum ujian dan harus berbaring di tempat tidur dengan sakit
kepala dan panas badan tinggi. Otak yang capek bisa bikin ujianmu jelek dan terancam tinggal kelas atau
drop out. Malas belajar cuma bikin otak jadi tumpul dan mandek,dan akhirnya pikiran pun buntu. Jika kamu
sayang dengan otakmu, maka buatlah persiapan menjelang ujian sebelum terlambat! Melakukan trik yang
disarankan dalam buku ini dapat memberikan waktu bagi otakmu agar dapat melaksanakan fungsinya
dengan optimal. Kamu akan terkejut dengan kemampuan otakmu dalam memproses informasi yang
dipelajari, dan kemampuan belajarmu akan melejit sampai 100%!"""
The Saturday Evening Post 1909
The Empath's Survival Guide Judith Orloﬀ 2017-04-04 What is the diﬀerence between having empathy
and being an empath? “Having empathy means our heart goes out to another person in joy or pain,” says Dr.
Judith Orloﬀ “But for empaths it goes much farther We actually feel others’ emotions, energy, and physical
symptoms in our own bodies, without the usual defenses that most people have.” With The Empath’s
Survival Guide, Dr. Orloﬀ oﬀers an invaluable resource to help sensitive people develop healthy coping
mechanisms in our high-stimulus world—while fully embracing the empath’s gifts of intuition, creativity, and
spiritual connection. In this practical and empowering book for empaths and their loved ones, Dr. Orloﬀ
begins with self-assessment exercises to help you understand your empathic nature, then oﬀers potent
strategies for protecting yourself from overwhelm and replenishing your vital energy For any sensitive
person who’s been told to “grow a thick skin,” here is your lifelong guide for staying fully open while building
resilience, exploring your gifts of deep perception, raising empathic children, and feeling welcomed and
valued by a world that desperately needs what you have to oﬀer.
Think Safe, Be Safe Harold H. Bloomﬁeld 1998-05 Tells how to develop an inner sense of physical and
emotional safety, and describes the importance of a feeling of safety in reaching goals
Elder Mistreatment National Research Council 2003-02-06 Since the late 1970s when Congressman Claude
Pepper held widely publicized hearings on the mistreatment of the elderly, policy makers and practitioners
have sought ways to protect older Americans from physical, psychological, and ﬁnancial abuse. Yet, during
the last 20 years fewer than 50 articles have addressed the shameful problem that abusersâ€"and
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Realities, Crash, Together. Memories: A man broken by despair and depression, Grant Legate ﬁnds himself in
a once-in-a-lifetime situation after receiving an Ultimate Edition copy of Continue Online. All he wishes for is
a distraction from the thoughts plaguing his waking hours. He dives in headﬁrst, unknowing of the AIs
intentions. They oﬀer him the chance to play as one of their own, a NPC deserving of a proper send oﬀ. What
he discovers during the journey shakes Grant to his very core. Made: The start of a new adventure No longer
playing as a Local from the world of Continue Online, Grant Legate’s adventure can begin. The Voices oﬀer
him a unique title along with a test and reward. To start—he'll have to survive underground horrors, old
girlfriends, become a warrior. To win—he must become an imp familiar and kill another player, one with a
dozen tricks up his sleeve. Realities: Exploring a new world Worried for his sanity after poor in-game choices,
Grant Legate’s sister, Liz, blocks access to Continue Online. With no way around the restriction, he ventures
into a new world—a VRMMO game based in space—called Advance Online. There he must help his
companion AI, Hal Pal, overcome an identity crisis, race to the center of the universe to bring back his true
love, and ﬁgure out where he stands on the scariest implication of all; AIs are bringing the dead to life. Crash:
Actions have consequences Grant’s prior adventures tie together and he ﬁnds himself back in Continue
Online, as Hermes—in jail. He's forced to experience life as a digital convict and earn redemption points to
gain his freedom. Each in-game death pushes his goal of helping his friends out of reach. The AIs Grant’s
grown to love, trust—and sometimes fear—are facing extinction, he holds the key to their survival. Together:
It is now the last stand The game is no longer about adventures in a new world or exploring fantasy lands.
Grant’s digital wife faces deletion, along with everyone else he cares for. He, and those who know this is
more than a game event, search for clues to salvation left behind by the game's creators. Even if he ﬁnds
them all, the Voices have one last task for their messenger. A sacriﬁce. Boxed set, bundle, virtual reality,
adventure, depression, GameLit, LitRPG, lost love, fantasy, sci-ﬁ
Bloodsworn 2 : Linked By Blood Kathy Lane 2011-07-15 The moment the mighty Blade, Bracca CuLaurian sees empath, Sheren Ni-Annun, he ﬁghts his desire for the young widowed mother. Not only is his life
pledged to his Bloodsworn, but his past sins make him an unﬁt mate for any woman, let alone an empath.
Never before has the line between desire and duty been so impossible to cross. Sheren's late husband taught
her to resent a Blade's duty, and she has since vowed to avoid those ﬁerce warriors. Then Bracca awakens
her empathic senses with a vengeance. How can she deny her feelings for him and possibly keep her vow?
When her young son is linked to Bracca's Bloodsworn, the consequences that threaten to destroy them and
those they hold dear, may also be the very thing that brings them together.
Custody Chaos, Personal Peace Jeﬀrey P. Wittmann 2001-10-01 This empowering guide is an inspirational
roadmap for the millions of men and women navigating a rocky relationship with a former spouse-while
trying to maintain a healthy atmosphere for their child. Topics include: * The 7 strategies for peace when an
ex refuses to change * Skills for taming former in-laws * Ways to help children cope with a diﬃcult parent *
Strategies and alternatives for focusing anger * How to avoid hot-button issues * How to nudge an ex to
change for the better * Ways to deal with children's questions and confusion * The new partner's role in the
old partner's shadow This is the book for every frustrated parent coming out of a divorce who needs support
in setting things right-the healthy, sensible, and sane way.
Natural Health 1993
The Mountain Is You Brianna Wiest 2020 THIS IS A BOOK ABOUT SELF-SABOTAGE. Why we do it, when we do
it, and how to stop doing it-for good. Coexisting but conﬂicting needs create self-sabotaging behaviors. This
is why we resist eﬀorts to change, often until they feel completely futile. But by extracting crucial insight
from our most damaging habits, building emotional intelligence by better understanding our brains and
bodies, releasing past experiences at a cellular level, and learning to act as our highest potential future
selves, we can step out of our own way and into our potential. For centuries, the mountain has been used as
a metaphor for the big challenges we face, especially ones that seem impossible to overcome. To scale our
mountains, we actually have to do the deep internal work of excavating trauma, building resilience, and
adjusting how we show up for the climb. In the end, it is not the mountain we master, but ourselves.

the most important scholars of the century.
Valley of Sages S E Kynett 2021-12-15 In ninth century Ireland, a period of political and religious upheaval
rock the stagnant peace of time-worn traditions. Ancient Gates connecting the eternal Otherworld with the
outside realm slowly succumb to the crush of burgeoning civilization and doubt. One remains standing;
powerful and vibrant, well-guarded in the Gleann Saoithe. Young Sionnach, child of the Gods and the last
pure-blood Tuatha Dé Danann, is key to unlocking the tremendous potential of the Gateway. Rumor of the
power to be unleashed draws ruthless exploitation of the young woman, as well as hostile, covetous
attention from across the lands. Together with her childhood adversary, the young king Rhytheseus, she
must protect the Gleann and the mystic Gate to the Otherworld from conquest. To do this, they must unleash
and command the ancient demonic forces of nature, risking far more than their mortal lives. House of the
Wild Fox is the ﬁrst in the Valley of Sages trilogy, chronicling the epic struggle between the old powers and
the new. The fate of the children of the Elder Peoples and the integrity of the Christian faith in Ireland hang
on the fragile wings of one young fae woman and her reluctant king.
Webster's New World Roget's A-Z Thesaurus Charlton Laird 2005-05-05 When you need the right word,
right away-turn to Webster's New Roget's A-Z Thesaurus Easy . . . Organized alphabetically, just like a
dictionary, with no confusing number systems Accessible . . . Only common words are used in the main entry
list-never esoteric words that you would not think of looking for Comprehensive . . . Brims with synonyms,
antonyms, and phrases other word-ﬁnders overlook-so you're never at a loss for words Up to the Minute . . .
Packed with additional listings and synonyms to reﬂect today's latest scientiﬁc, medical, and other technical
terms
Vegetarian Times 1993-07 To do what no other magazine does: Deliver simple, delicious food, plus expert
health and lifestyle information, that's exclusively vegetarian but wrapped in a fresh, stylish mainstream
package that's inviting to all. Because while vegetarians are a great, vital, passionate niche, their healthy
way of eating and the earth-friendly values it inspires appeals to an increasingly large group of Americans.
VT's goal: To embrace both.
Words on Cassette 2000
Axira Episode Four Odette C. Bell Master Deus will wait no longer. With Axira in his sights and the Coalition
weak, he attacks. She must be ready; she isn’t. Neither is Jason. Their worlds are crumbling. Everything
they’ve been told is a lie. They can only rely on one thing – each other. …. Axira follows a runaway
superweapon and the lieutenant who softens her ice-cold heart as they ﬁght to save the Milky Way from her
monstrous master. If you crave space opera with action, heart, and a dash of romance, grab Axira Episode
Four today and soar free with an Odette C. Bell series. Axira is the 3rd Galactic Coalition Academy series. A
sprawling, epic, and exciting sci-ﬁ world where cadets become heroes and hearts are always won, each
installment can be read separately, so plunge in today.
Books Out Loud 2007
Ingin Sehat Jangan Badmood Pangkalan Ide 2013-02-20 Cerdas Menaklukkan Bad Mood, Bisa Membuat Anda
Meraih Kesuksesan! Suasana hati seseorang itu diibaratkan bagai angin. Bisa datang dan pergi kapan saja.
Kalau yang datang angin baik, rasanya semua aktivitas lancar jaya. Namun, jika angin jelek yang muncul,
melihat muka teman sekantor saja sudah keburu bete abis, boro-boro bekerja produktif. Jeleknya lagi, mood
buruk ini bisa menular ke rekan-rekan kerja, dan akhirnya suasana jadi tidak asyik lagi. Stop! Tak perlu bete
lagi, berikut ini rahasia bagaimana supaya Anda bisa selalu mendapat angin baik (good mood). Dalam buku
ini diungkap beberapa kiat untuk mengatur suana hati, agar Anda tidak didikte oleh mood Anda sendiri. Dan
buku ini memang cocok bagi orang- orang yang suasana hatinya mudah berubah supaya lebih antusias dan
happy menjalani hari-hari yang menyebalkan! Belajarlah mengatasi masalah-masalah suasana hati dengan
melakukan manajemen mood sesuai kepribadian Anda sendiri.
Words on Cassette, 1999 Bowker Editorial Staﬀ 1999-02
Continue Online The Complete Series Stephan Morse 2017-12-06 All ﬁve novels of the Continue Online series
are included in this ebook boxed set. Follow Grant Legate’s trials and tribulations through: Memories, Made,
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